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Lessons Learned Record of Interview 
In 2003. if you asked me where we'd be in 2014, I'd say "done." But there are a host of problems still there. 

Regarding Lessons Learned 

These are big questions that shed light on three important pieces and perspectives. This is a vety impot·tant subject 
that we need to address. There is a lot about institutions and about the way the government works or does not 
work but you can't get away from talking about personalities. Personalities like Holbrooke or some that did not 
step up to the plate. 

Car eer from 9 -11 onward 

Experi ence in Embassy Kabul 

(b)(3), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

em ng part was 
to ean into more programmatic part pus issues at were not encouraged. 0 cers usually to not push 
issues and get involved in domestic policy. but this approach in Afghanistan seemed. to me. inappropriate. 

It [Afghanistan] is sti ll the Wild West. makes the valid point that the Taliban was not defeated - just 
pulled back and reformed. It is not as though the Kabul government's writ extended so far in 2002-2003. The fact 
that our embassy was not appropriately staffed and did not have a good -mil ian made matters worse. It was 
not until Khali lzad came in that the •·eal money came from Washington. finally had a gun to her 
head and said fine. here's $2 billion to get going. 

At the time. the militaty was flooding the zone with people. Where there was a vacuum. the military filled it. DOS 
did not have the staff to staff Afghan ministries like the militaty did. [Suggested LLP speak with Dan McNeil. at 
Bagt·am at the time] . The re were screw-ups with the military [taking the lead], but you couldn't blame them 
because they had people. money. and movement and we didn't. DOS couldn't move a round at that time without the 
militaty. We were beggars at the door of generals to just move around and meet provincial leaders. 

It hobbled our efforts to get our people out in the country and the embassy's ability to shape events was limited 
because of dependence on others. But this was also due to our size and other factors. 

A lot of strategizing and planning went on in DC unbeknownst to us. Rumsfeld prompted the effort of acceler-ati ng 
success in Afghanistan in late 2002-2003. Rumsfeld led the charge because there was no o ne else to do it. 

Shorts ighted efforts 

I would say that thet·e is tt·uth to the view that even though the effort was undersout·ced without overarching 
strategy. things wet·e moving in a positive way. But there were signs that they were not. - once said to 
Ambassador Finn, ''You don't know the monster you're creating with counternarcotics effo rts. You don't know 
what funding bad actot-s will do in the long-term; they are not going to become better actors." 




